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THE CHALLENGES OF RIGHT TO EXAMINE  

THE CASE AT CIVIL COURT WITHIN  

A REASONABLE TIMEFRAME 

Vahe Hovhannisyan
1
 

 

Article 6 of the European Convention for the Protection of 

Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms 
2
 (hereinafter referred to 

as the Convention) paragraph 1 of Article 63 of the RA Constitution
3
 

by separating the right to a fair trial within the context of the right to 

a fair trial, establishes a direct obligation for the state to ensure that in 

the legal system. The right to examine a case within a reasonable 

timeframe, being a functional element of the right to a fair trial, aims 

to protect the concerned person from a long-term uncertainty and 

ensure the administration of justice without delay, which can 

jeopardize the effectiveness and credibility of the case investigation
4
. 

Consequently, the domestic legal system should include the 

necessary and sufficient mechanisms to ensure that this right is 

secured, including effective means of preventing the violation of the 

functional element of the right to a fair trial or eliminating the 

                                                           
1 Doctor of Legal Sciences, Professor. Head of the Chair of Civil Procedure of the 

Yerevan State University. E-mail: law-vahe@mail.ru. 
2 Adopted on November 4, 1950, Rome.  RAOB 2002.06.05/17(192) Article 367.  
3 Adopted on 06.12.2015 through a referendum. RAOB 2015.12.21/Special edition 

Article 1118. 
4 See Нешатаева Т.Н. Уроки судебной практики о правах человека: 

европейский и российский опыт.  М.: изд. <Городец>, 2007, (Neshatayeva T.N. 

Lessons of Judicial Practice on Human Rights: European and Russian Experiences. 

Moscow, 2007) pages 83-101. Nuala Mole and Catharina Harby. The right to a fair 

trial. A guide to the implementation of the article 6 of European Convention on 

Human Rights. Human rights handbooks, No. 3. Directorate General of Human 

Rights Council of Europe> 2006, pages 25-27. Տեր-Վարդանյան Հ.Մ. Արդար 

դատաքննության իրավունքի սահմանադրաիրավական հիմքերը 

Հայաստանի Հանրապետությունում, Երևան, 2009 (Ter-Vardanyan H.M. 

Constitutional Foundations of the Right to Fair Trial in RA. Yerevan, 2009), page 

111. 
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adverse effects of the violation and restoring the right. 

The Civil Procedure Code of the Republic of Armenia provides 

for the appeal of the judiciary act as the main form of judicial 

protection of the right to a fair trial. The right to judicial protection 

presupposes a state-guaranteed opportunity for appealing to both the 

courts for the protection and restoration of infringed or challenged 

material rights and appealing the judiciary acts. Consequently, in all 

cases where a person thinks that his or her constitutional right to a 

fair trial has been violated, including any of its organic and functional 

elements, he/she can protect it by appealing a judiciary act. 

Therefore, the right to a fair trial is also subject to judicial protection
 

1
. However, not all elements of the right to a fair trial are those that 

are protected by appeal in the domestic courts, or the appeal in that 

case, in the conventional sense, cannot be an effective means of right 

protection. The systemic analysis of the Civil Procedure Code of the 

Republic of Armenia defining legal regulation of judiciary acts 

appeal institution, including the provisions of the Civil Procedure 

Code Draft of the Republic of Armenia (hereinafter referred to as the 

CPC Draft), as well as the Constitutional Court decision CCD-719 of 

November 28, 2007, and CCD-922 of November 2, 2010 shows that 

direct or indirect "delayed" appeal forms provided in the domestic 

legal system are aimed at the judicial protection of elements that 

constitute the content of the right of a person to a fair trial by 

challenging the lawfulness of the court actions. At the same time, the 

need to legally fix the court inaction is meaningless, it does not have 

a substantial burden as the object of the appeal is judiciary acts 

which, in essence, include the results of judicial proceedings relating 

                                                           
1 For more details refer to Հովհաննիսյան Վ.Վ. Վերաքննության կարգով 

դատական ակտերի վերանայման հիմնախնդիրները քաղաքացիական 

դատավարությունում, ԵՊՀ հրատ, 2013 (Hovhannisyan V.V. Issues of 

Appellate Review of Judicial Acts in Civil Procedure. Yerevan, 2013), pages 100-

116. 
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to the investigation and resolution of the civil case, as well as 

judgments and conclusions of the Court on procedural issues during 

the proceedings and the administration of justice. In other words, the 

judiciary act itself is a result of the judicial process, the lawfulness of 

its negative consequences or its impact on the rights of a person can 

be disputed both directly, and within the scope of appeal of the 

substantive judiciary act, essentially solving the case (according to 

CPC Draft, also essentially non-solving). Moreover, the content of 

the norms, defining the legal regulation of RA Civil Procedural 

Legislation’s judiciary acts appeal, directly excludes the possibility 

of appealing the judiciary act on the basis of a breach of the right to a 

fair trial within reasonable timeframe before a final judiciary act that 

resolves the case in essence. This logic also lies in the basis of the 

Article 12 of the RA Judicial Code, under which such legal criteria 

have been defined to determine the reasonableness of the case 

examination (the specific circumstances of the case, including the 

legal and factual complexity, the conduct of the trial participants, and 

the consequences of a long-term investigation of the case for a trial 

participant, the actions performed by the court for the purpose of 

investigating and resolving the case within the shortest possible 

timeframe and their efficiency, the total duration of the case 

investigation, and the average benchmark duration of the case 

defined by the Higher Judicial Council), which are applicable only 

after the final judiciary act release, completing the civil proceedings. 

Consequently, we can speak only about the violation of the right to 

investigate the case within a reasonable timeframe and the 

elimination of the possible negative consequences only after the final 

judiciary act has been passed. Whereas, in order to appeal the 

substantive judicial act, it is necessary to comply with the formal and 

content requirements set out in the Civil Code of the Republic of 

Armenia, which are particularly important in terms of the subject 

matter investigation, especially in terms of substantiating violations 
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of the material or procedural law affecting the outcome of the case, 

which is impossible in case of violation of the right to a fair trial 

within reasonable timeframe. In addition, in accordance with Article 

12 of the RA Judicial Code, when determining the reasonableness of 

the trial duration, the specific circumstances of the case, including … 

the overall duration of the investigation, are taken into consideration. 

Hence, the period of consideration of complaints in the appellate and 

cassation tribunals is also counted within the general duration of the 

case, in which case the appeal of the judiciary act will further deepen 

the violation of the debated right. If essentially correct judiciary act 

solving the case has been made, then the disqualification of the 

judiciary act on the basis of a violation of the right to review the case 

within a reasonable timeframe and sending the case for a new trial 

cannot eliminate the violation of the law, it will delay the 

proceedings, will contradict the logic of civil proceedings in the 

sense, that the case-solving essentially correct judiciary act cannot be 

overthrown by formal reasoning.  

Legal literature has repeatedly debated and analyzed the 

peculiarities
1
 of the legal regulation of appealing or disputing 

behavior that violates the right to a fair trial within a reasonable 

timeframe during civil and procedural proceedings, which, however, 

may, in our opinion, violate the principle of independence of judges 

and hinder the formation of inner conviction by the judge in a 

                                                           
1 See Жмурко С.Е. Поправки в процессуальное законодательство: Федераль-

ным законом от 30.04.2010 N 69-ФЗ ,О внесении изменений в отдельные 

законодательные акты Российской Федерации в связи с принятием Феде-

рального закона ,О компенсации за нарушение права на судопроизводство в 

разумный срок или права на исполнение судебного акта в разумный срок были 

внесены изменения в Гражданский процессуальный кодекс РФ (Amendments to 

procedural law: Federal Law of 30.04.2010 N 69-ФЗ “On Amendments to Certain 

Legislative Acts of the Russian Federation in connection with the adoption of the 

Federal Law“ On Compensation for Violation of the Right to Legal Proceedings 

within a Reasonable Term or the Right to Execute a Judicial Act in a Reasonable 

Term ” were made to the Civil Procedure Code of the Russian Federation). available 

at: ya-advokat.ru/grazhdanskiy-processrazumnyy-srok-razbiratelstva: 
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particular civil case. The possibility of bringing a complaint against 

the slowness of the judge's actions during the trial was envisaged yet 

by the Civil Proceedings Code of the Russian Empire in 1864 (Book 

1, Chapter 10, Articles 166-168), where the possibility of bringing a 

complaint on this basis to a General Assembly of Conciliatory Judges 

was established
 1

. It should be noted that the procedural norms of the 

modern legislation of the Russian Federation also provide for a 

similar legal regulation of the issue. Particularly, in regards to the 

adoption of RF law “On Compensation for the Violation of the Right 

to Examine the Case within a Reasonable Timeframe or the Right to 

Execute the Judiciary Act within a Reasonable Timeframe” the 

Article 5 of the RF law N 69-FO from 30.04 

2010 “On Making Amendments to Certain Legislative Acts of 

the Russian Federation” stipulates, that after a lawsuit is filed, in case 

the trial does not begin for a long time and the proceedings are 

delayed, the interested parties have the right to file a complaint to the 

President of the Court on accelerating the trial. The President of the 

Court shall examine the appeal within five days upon its receipt, as a 

result of which a reasoned decision may be made, where the date of 

the court session on the case and (or) the actions needed to speed up 

the case trial may be indicated
2
. Such a legal regulation would 

undoubtedly lead to a reduction in the independence and autonomy of 

a judge examining the case, and establishing a framework of 

procedural actions in civil cases to be executed by the President of 

the Court is a direct intervention in the proceedings and the process 

of the inner conviction formation by a judge. We find that envisaging 

such a legislative adjustment from the constitutional point of view 

                                                           
1 See https://www.prlib.ru/item/372592: Судебные уставы 20 ноября 1864 года: с 

изложением рассуждений, на коих они основаны: Ч. 1- /изданные 

Государственной канцелярией. - 2-е издание, дополненное. - С. Петербург : в 

типографии 2 отделения Собственной Е. И. В. Канцелярии, 1867. 
2 Available at : http://www.consultant.ru/document/cons_doc_LAW_99920/ 

5bdc78bf7e3015a0ea0c0ea5bef708a6c79e2f0a/  
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also cannot be an effective remedy or legal arrangement for the right 

to a fair trial within a reasonable timeframe. Thus, according to 

Article 162 of the Constitution of the Republic of Armenia, any 

interference in the administration of justice is prohibited, which is an 

important fundamental element of the judge's institutional, including 

internal independence. 

The statement that the institute of prosecuting a judge should 

consider a mechanism to safeguard the right to a fair trial within a 

reasonable timeframe is also problematic
1
. As we have already 

mentioned, this legal framework can definitely have a preventive 

effect, but cannot be an effective means of eliminating a breach of 

law or restoring the right, since the prosecution of disciplinary 

liability for failure to execute or improper execution by the judge of 

his/her constitutional legal responsibilities is a completely different 

matter, and as a result of the disputed proceedings, the judgment on 

liability on this basis cannot be a ground for the review and 

revocation of judiciary act for a simple reason, that the violation of 

the legal norm, including the new circumstance, leads to the reversal 

of a judiciary act, in case it affected or could have affected the 

outcome of the case
2
. Meanwhile, a violation of the right to a fair trial 

within a reasonable timeframe cannot have an impact on the validity 

of the conclusions reached by the Court on the settlement of 

disputable material rights, and it cannot predetermine the outcome of 

the civil case either. Namely, if within the framework of the 

                                                           
1 See Տեր-Վարդանյան Հ.Մ. Արդար դատաքննության իրավունքի 

սահմանադրաիրավական հիմքերը Հայաստանի Հանրապետությունում, 

Երևան, 2009 (Ter-Vardanyan H. Constitutional Foundations of the Right to Fair 

Trial in RA. Yerevan, 2009), pages 119-120. 
2 For more details refer to Վ. Հովհաննիսյան Ողջամիտ ժամկետում գործի 

քննության իրավունքի 

 իրացման հիմնախնդիրները քաղաքացիական դատավարությունում: (V. 

Hovhannisyan, Problems of Realization Requirements of Reasonable Time in Civil 

Procedure) 
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disciplinary proceedings the fact of the obvious and gross violation of 

the right to a fair trial within a reasonable timeframe by a judge is 

confirmed, all the same - with a new circumstance it cannot lead to 

the judiciary act reversal, since there is no effect on the case outcome 

or such a possibility.  

The above-mentioned allows concluding that the civil 

procedural system of judicial defense of the right to examine the case 

within a reasonable timeframe in the RA legal framework may be 

regarded the realization of the possibility, provided for by paragraph 

4 of Article 12 of the RA Judicial Code Draft, to approve the fact of 

the right of a fair trial by an interested party and apply to the court 

with a claim for compensation for the non-pecuniary damage, which 

is aimed at the elimination of negative consequences of the 

infringement and may also have a preventive effect in this aspect. 

However, it is necessary to emphasize that this mechanism is not 

intended to restore the infringed right, but is of a compensatory 

nature and ensures compensation for damages caused by 

infringement. Moreover, the fact that to what extent the legal 

regulation, envisaged by paragraph 4 of the Article 12 of the RA 

Judicial Code Draft, can provide a fair compensation for the 

violation of the rights of the person participating in the case, deserves 

special attention. The RA Civil Code also defines the concept of non-

pecuniary damage and the principles of its compensation. In 

accordance with Article 162.1 of the Code, the non-pecuniary 

damage is physical or mental suffering caused by the decision, action 

or inaction that inflicts damage on the person’s intangible wealth by 

law or by birth or violates his/her personal non-economic rights. If by 

a judicial procedure it has been established that a violation of rights, 

guaranteed by Articles 2, 3 or 5 of the Convention on the Protection 

of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (in the sense of this 

Code, violation of the Convention rights), has taken place as a result 

of the decision, action or inaction of a public authority or official, 
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then that person, and in the case of his death or inability – his/her 

spouse, parent, adopter, child, adoptee, guardian shall have the right 

to claim compensation in court for non-pecuniary damage caused. 

A comprehensive study and analysis of the principles of non-

pecuniary damage is always in the focus of attention of domestic and 

foreign authors in the legal literature, where the non-pecuniary 

damage is defined as a consequence of an infringement or breach of 

the rights and interests of a State, an organization or a citizen 

protected by law, or an adverse negative effect, which occurs in case 

of violation of law or non-material benefits
1
. Consequently, a 

question arises as to whether in the conditions of a legal definition of 

the principle of non-pecuniary damage recognition and 

compensation, to what extent is the full rehabilitation of the allegedly 

infringed subjective right is guaranteed. As a result of civil-legal 

analysis and assessment of the problem, G. Bekmezian notes that the 

definition of compensation for non-pecuniary damage is extremely 

limited, with a rather symbolic amount, it does not stem from the 

interests of justice, nor does it provide full compensation for the 

damage caused to the sufferers. Such a procedure does not provide 

for the for the preventive nature of the damage compensation 

institution, as a result of which the author suggests introducing the 

institution of preventive damages to the domestic legal system, which 

implies a monetary compensation that is granted to the sufferer, and 

which is out of the real damage caused by the damage, and the 

                                                           
1 See Малеин Н.С. Возмещение вреда, причиненного личности. М. 1965, 

(Malenin N.S. Compensation of the Damage Caused to Individual. Moscow 1965) 

page 5. Հայաստանի Հանրապետության քաղաքացիական իրավունք, 

Երկրորդ մաս (Civil Law of RA. Second Part), p. 603, Флеи  шиц Е.А., 

Обяазательства из причинения вреда и из неосновательного обогащения. М. 

1951г. (Fleyshits Y.A. Liabilities Based on Causing Damage and Illicit Enrichment. 

Moscow 1951) page 20, Белякова А.М., Имущественная ответственность за 

причинение вреда. М. Юрид. Лит., 1979 (Belyakova A.M. Material Liability for 

Damage. Moscow, 1979), page 7. 
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purpose of which is to punish the law violator
1
. It is important to note 

that punitive or preventive damage, as a form of compensation for 

damage derived from the general legal system, is absent in the 

legislation of a number of leading European countries, particularly in 

Austria, France, Germany, Scandinavian countries and it is not 

accepted in the European Court’s case-law. Additionally, the 

application of this institution cannot be an effective form of fair 

compensation for violating the right to a fair trial within reasonable 

timeframe, as it is used in judicial practice, as a rule, for service 

provider or product manufacturer private companies (not the state), 

and as a criterion for liability, gross abuse of rights, 

unscrupulousness, deception, violence, public danger of infringement 

of the act or the law, and etc. are being considered. Therefore, we can 

conclude that the institution of punitive or preventive damage cannot 

be considered as a legal arrangement for just satisfaction in a result of 

a breach of the right to a fair trial within reasonable timeframe, for 

the simple reason that the state is not a subject of civil law liability.  

It should also be noted that compensation for non-pecuniary 

damage provided for in paragraph 4 of the Article 12 of the RA 

Judicial Code does not provide for fair compensation for the 

applicant in the convention sense. Particularly, in its case-law, the 

European Court has pointed out in regard to the applying of Article 

41 of the Convention, in the case of Wassermann vs. Russia
2
, that a 

fair compensation includes the compensation of material and non-

pecuniary damage caused to the applicant, as well as compensation 

for costs associated with judicial remedies, including full or partial 

                                                           
1 See  Գ. Բեքմեզյան  ՀՀ քաղաքացիական օրենսդրությամբ ոչ նյութական 

վնասի հատուցման մի շարք հարցերի շուրջ: ԵՊՀ իրավագիտության 

ֆակուլտետր պրոֆեսորադասախոսական կազմի գիտաժողովի նյութերի 

ժողովածու/ Եր.: ԵՊՀ, 2015թ. (Bekmezyan G. On Some Issues Pertaining to the 

Compensation of Non-Pecuniary Damage in RA Civil Legislation. In Collection of 

Works of the YSU Law Department faculty, Yerevan, 2015), pages 190-204. 
2 https://roseurosud.org/r/st-6/st-6a-7/vasserman-protiv-rossii-2 
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loss of the value of the property as a result of violation of the right, 

loss of actual capacity, the negative difference between the market 

value of the property sold or alienated in a forced manner and the 

redemption provided, if necessary - the interest rates accrued, the 

consequences of the applicant's emotions and experiences, sufferings, 

long-lasting uncertainty, damage to business reputation as a result of 

a long-term investigation of the case, the reasonable expenses paid to 

the advocates, related to the judicial communications and case 

proceedings. Moreover, the decision of the European Court of 

Human Rights is aimed at the elimination or compensation of the 

consequences of the infringement of the right, if the consequences of 

the right violation cannot be eliminated by the respondent State in 

other ways. The record of the fact of right violation by the European 

Court of Justice makes the State party responsible for stopping the 

infringement and compensating for the negative consequences of the 

breach, under conditions where the situation before a violation of the 

right occurred, i.e. restitutio in integrum is restored to the extent 

possible, reimbursement of the expenses of a person who has 

infringed the rights, which he/she has made to recover the violated 

right, loss or damage to his property (damnum emergens), unpaid 

revenues which this person would have received under normal 

conditions of civil circulation if his/her right was not violated 

(lucrum cessans)
1
. The purpose of the reimbursement for the 

applicant is the provision of such conditions that would have existed 

if the violation of the law did not take place
2
. The basis for 

determining the amount of just satisfaction by the court is the 

consequences of the violation of the right, which the respondent State 

                                                           
1 See European Court judgement No. 25701/94 for the case of ,The former king of 

Greece and the others against Greece, point 72. 
2 See European Court judgement No. 49806/99 for the case of ,Prodan v Moldova, 

point 70. 
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cannot eliminate in other ways
 1
. 

 It should be noted that the record of the fact of rights violation 

by the European Court of Justice is a measure of legal influence 

against the respondent State itself and in practice there are many 

cases where the court has been satisfied only by verifying the fact of 

infringement without taking any decision on granting compensation, 

provided there are other means of eliminating the consequences of a 

violation of the right to a fair trial within a reasonable timeframe. In 

other words, the just satisfaction of the applicant by the court is 

directed not mainly to the punishment of the respondent State, but 

rather to the restoration of the violated right of the applicant and the 

elimination of the consequences of the violation. Moreover, the State 

is liable for the violation of the right to investigate the case within a 

reasonable timeframe, from which the latter can be released, if there 

was immediate efficient action taken to eliminate further violations, 

the competence to evaluate which is reserved to the European Court
2
. 

In addition, pursuant to Article 162.1 of the Civil Code of the 

Republic of Armenia, non-pecuniary damage is subject to 

reimbursement if it has been established in a judicial order that a 

breach of the rights guaranteed by Articles 2, 3 or 5 of the 

“Convention on the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental 

Freedoms” (the violation of the Convention rights) has been imposed 

on a natural person as a result of the decision, action or inaction of a 

public authority or official. As we can see, there is no mention in this 

text about the violation of the right to a fair trial within a reasonable 

timeframe in a fair trial stipulated by Article 6 of the Convention. It 

                                                           
1 See European Court judgements No. 39221/98 and No. 41963/98 for the case of 

,Scozzari and Giunta v. Italy. 
2 See European Court judgement No. 30210/96 of October 26, 2000 for the case of 

“Kudla v. Poland”. Commentary of the November 4, 1950 on the Convention of 

Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. Case-law of the European Court of 

Human Rights: scientific editor G. Harutyunyan, Yerevan, Tigran Mets, 2005, pages 

212-214. 
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follows that in fixing the right to compensation for non-pecuniary 

damage pursuant to paragraph 4 of Article 12 of the RA Judicial 

Code, the cases of negative transformation of the right to be protected 

as a result of a lengthy investigation of the case were not taken into 

consideration.  

In addition, compensation for non-pecuniary damage provided 

for in paragraph 4 of Article 12 of the RA Judicial Code in 

convention sense is not only unable to ensure the fair compensation 

of the applicant, but also is problematic in terms of functional 

coordination of the legal and judicial instances, from the point of 

view of securing internal independence. Particularly, according to 

paragraph 4 of Article 12 of the RA Judicial Code recognizing the 

fact of a violation of the right of a fair trial by the interested party and 

establishing a legislative opportunity to claim compensation for non-

pecuniary damage implies that such claims will be presented to the 

court of first instance, in which circumstances the court should assess 

within a short period of time the actions of the court that made a 

verdict or a decision in a civil case for the investigation and 

settlement of the case and their effectiveness, the total duration of the 

case, including the period of appellate and cassation instances 

judiciary act review. In the case of a three-tier judicial system, the 

Court of First Instance shall register violations of the right of a fair 

trial in the courts of first instance and specialized courts, appellate 

courts and the Court of Cassation determining the reasonableness of 

the duration of the case, taking into account the specific 

circumstances of the case including the legal and factual complexity, 

the conduct of the trial participants and the consequences of a long-

term investigation for a case-trial participant, actions taken by the 

court to effectively investigate and resolve the case within a shorter 

period of time and their effectiveness, the total duration of the case 

review and the average landmark duration of the case study, set by 

the Supreme Court Council.  
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We find that the legal regulation provided for in paragraph 

4 of Article 12 of the RA Judicial Code Draft is subject to review, 

under which circumstances it is necessary to ensure that 

stakeholders have a fair compensation for the violation of their 

right to fair trial within the reasonable timeframe and 

compulsory enforcement of the final judiciary act, as well as the 

functional system and internal independence of judicial 

instances.  


